72(t) Distributions
IRA Withdrawals Without IRS Penalties

If you need access to your
retirement assets before age
59½, a 72(t) distribution — also
referred to as Substantially
Equal Periodic Payments
(SEPPs), may be an option
for you.

SEPPs allow for withdrawals from individual retirement accounts (IRAs)
without Internal Revenue Service (IRS) penalties.
If you want to retire early and start a new business, or are faced with a
job loss and need income, your advisor can help you determine whether
taking 72(t) distributions may be right for you. You should also consult
with your tax or legal professional before taking any distributions from
a retirement plan to be sure your planned withdrawals qualify for the
exception to the premature distribution tax.

How 72(t) distributions work

Key Benefits
• Provides access to your retirement
savings if you want to retire early
• Delivers income if you lose a job or
are forced to retire early
• Avoids the 10% IRS penalty tax on
early withdrawals
• Allows for a one-time change to the
RMD calculation method

Potential Candidates
for 72(t) Distributions
Investors under age 59½ who:
• Want to retire early
• Have suffered a job loss
• Were forced to take early retirement

Generally, taking distributions from a traditional IRA before age 59½ will result in
an IRS early withdrawal penalty tax of 10%. Under Section 72(t), the penalty can be
waived under certain circumstances, including an exception for distributions that are:
• Part of a series of substantially equal
periodic payments (SEPPs) made on a
regular basis — at least annually1
• Continued for at least five years or
until the account owner reaches age
59½ — whichever is longer

• Calculated according to one of the three
IRS-approved methods:
- Required minimum distribution (RMD)
- Fixed amortization method2
- Fixed annuitization method2

Any variation from the scheduled 72(t) distribution — taking more or less — will
typically result in a 10% premature distribution penalty tax, plus interest, on all past
distributions unless the account owner dies, becomes disabled or the account is
depleted. You may also face state tax consequences. However, if you select either
the fixed amortization or fixed annuitization method, you are allowed a one-time,
irrevocable switch to the RMD calculation method without incurring penalties.
While you can take 72(t) distributions from Roth IRAs, it generally is not necessary
due to the fact that Roth IRA contributions can be withdrawn free of federal taxes or
penalties at any time. In addition, amounts that were converted to a Roth IRA can also
be distributed free of federal taxes (and free of the early withdrawal penalty if over
age 59½ or at least five years have passed since the time of conversion). Thus, 72(t)
distributions would apply only to the earnings in a Roth IRA, which would be taxable and
incur a 10% penalty if the account was not held for five years and the owner is younger
than 59½ (or other exceptions apply).

You should discuss the financial impact
of taking 72(t) distributions with your tax
or legal professional. The example at right
shows the monthly distribution amounts
for the three different calculation methods.3
Additionally, there are three different life
expectancy tables that the IRS allows you
to use when calculating your substantially
equal periodic payments.

Account owner age:
50 (spouse/beneficiary is
age 46 for Joint Life Table)
Valuation date:
11/30/2018

Traditional IRA value:
$500,000
Maximum interest rate assumption:
1.5%4
Uniform Lifetime
Table Amount

Single Life
Table Amount

Joint Life
Table Amount

$896

$1,218

$978

Fixed Amortization Method6

$1,251

$1,566

$1,331

Fixed Annuitization Method6

NA

$1,559

NA

RMD Method5

Consolidate retirement assets
If you need to set up 72(t) distributions, a rollover IRA can help you consolidate assets
from any former employer’s plan and provide a holistic picture of your retirement assets.
Some experts suggest that individuals explore the possibility of dividing overall retirement
investments into two or more IRAs, one for taking 72(t) distributions and one that can
continue to grow tax-deferred, thereby allowing individuals to maintain greater flexibility by
not locking up all of their retirement savings in the one IRA that is being used for substantially
equal periodic payments.
When contemplating a rollover of retirement savings from an employer-sponsored plan
to an IRA, there are numerous factors to consider, including, among others: relative cost of
investments and other plan services and features, fiduciary status of plan/IRA provider,
access to participant loans (available from some employer plans, but not from IRAs),
range of permissible investments, level of services provided, and potential tax and penalty
implications (current and future).

Learn more

Talk to your advisor
to find out more
You should consult with your tax or legal
professional before taking any distributions
from a retirement account. While 72(t)
distributions provide a potentially
advantageous way to access IRA assets
early, dipping into retirement savings can
have serious consequences and should be
done only if necessary. Early withdrawal
reduces the growth potential of your overall
retirement portfolio and increases the risk
of outliving your income in retirement. You
should also consider whether you may return
to the workforce in the future, which affects
the size of the distribution you can take and
the calculation method you use. Your advisor
can help you identify any potential risks to
your retirement strategy.

For more information, please contact your financial advisor.

This information is general in nature and is not intended to constitute legal advice. Please consult your legal or tax advisor for more
detailed information on legal or tax issues and advice on your specific situation.
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The maximum interest rate cannot be more than 120% of the federal mid-term rate as published monthly by the IRS.
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The RMD method is recalculated each year. This amount is for year one, and subsequent years will vary.
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